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GIANTS
SONS OF THE GODS
Goliath. You know the story. But why is it in the Bible? Is it just to give us a
little moral pick-me-up as we seek to emulate a small shepherd boy who
defeated a giant? Have you ever wondered where Goliath came from? Did
you know he had brothers, one with 24 ﬁngers and toes? Did you know
their ancestry is steeped in unimaginable horror? Genesis 6. The nephilim.
The ﬁrst few verses of this chapter have long been the speculation of
supernatural events that produced demigods and a ﬂood that God used to
destroy the whole world. The whole world remembers them. Once upon a
time, all Christians knew them. But for many centuries this view was
mocked, though it was the only known view at the time of the writing of
the New Testament. Today, it is making a resurgence among Biblebelieving scholars, and for good reason. The nephilim were on the earth in
those days, and also afterward... This book delves deep into the dark and
ancient recesses of our past to bring you rich treasures long buried. It is a
carefully researched, heavily footnoted, and selectively illustrated story of
the giants of the Bible. There is more here than meets the eye, much more.
Here you will learn the invisible, supernatural storyline of the Bible that is
always just beneath the surface, lurking like the spawn of the ancient
leviathan. It is a storyline no person can aﬀord to ignore any longer. Unlike
other more sensational books on the topic, there is no undue speculation
to be found here. The author is a Bible-believing Christian who refuses to
use such ideas to tell you the end of the world is drawing nigh. Once you
discover the truth about these fantastic creatures, you will come to see the
ministry and work of Jesus Christ in a very new and exalting light. Come.
Learn the fascinating, sobering, yet true story of real giants who played a
signiﬁcant role in the bible ... and still do so today.
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THE SONS OF GOD IN GENESIS 6:1–4
ANALYSIS AND HISTORY OF EXEGESIS
BRILL In The Sons of God in Genesis 6:1–4, Jaap Doedens oﬀers an overview
of the history of exegesis of the enigmatic biblical text about the ‘sons of
God’, the ‘daughters of men’, and the ‘giants’.

THE ANGEL OF THE LORD
A BIBLICAL, HISTORICAL, AND THEOLOGICAL STUDY
In the early books of the Old Testament, the mysterious "Angel of the Lord"
repeatedly appears-visibly, audibly, even physically-to the Patriarchs, to
Moses, to the Prophets. Who is this Angel? Exploring the biblical texts, the
testimony of church history, and the insights of Systematic Theology, Matt
Foreman and Doug Van Dorn argue that the answer is beyond doubt: the
Angel of the Lord is a manifestation of God the Son. Even more, they argue
that this Angel appears more often than people realize, because he
appears under diﬀerent titles, including: the Word, the Name, the Glory,
the Face, the Right Hand, even the Son. They show that even some of the
ancient Jews spoke of a Second Yahweh in the Old Testament. Christian
theologians throughout history have taught this same understanding.
Christians today need to be taught again how the Person of Jesus appears
throughout the Bible and how he speaks to us today.

THE BOOK OF GIANTS
Take a journey with the artist and writer Petar Meseldzija, who tells how he
was allowed unparalleled access through the Invisible Curtain and into the
land of giants. A year in the making, this book’s sixteen paintings and
nearly ninety drawings bring to life Petar’s experiences on this journey and
secrets uncovered, going back to ancient times. He shares stories of new
discoveries that free giants from the murky abyss of myth and a forgotten
past. Told in three stages, The Book of Giants includes the illustrated
stories The Giants Are Coming, recounting a dynamic clash that lasted one
hundred years; The Little Kingdom, where a giant befriends a nation of
humans and becomes their adamant protector against ferocious invaders;
The Northern Giants, who embrace the warrior spirit through countless
battles; Giant Velles, the story of ignorance and how the strength of
goodness perseveres; and The Great Forest, wherein the author discovers
little creatures called the keppetz and relates his experiences spent with
ogres while on his quest to meet the Golden One and to determine the
purpose of his journey. Through the strength of his own power, he
discovers his blessings, his limitations and ﬁnally his personal myth.
Furthermore, you will discover why giants made a push into the
underground, followed by their exodus and deliverance to a new land.
You’ll also learn why the myth of giants is still alive, why their time spent
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with humans remains elusive and why giants prefer to remain hidden in
their world. Join Petar Meseldzija on his journey of discovery.

THE UNSEEN REALM
RECOVERING THE SUPERNATURAL WORLDVIEW OF THE BIBLE
Lexham Press In The Unseen Realm, Dr. Michael Heiser examines the ancient
context of Scripture, explaining how its supernatural worldview can help us
grow in our understanding of God. He illuminates intriguing and amazing
passages of the Bible that have been hiding in plain sight. You'll ﬁnd
yourself engaged in an enthusiastic pursuit of the truth, resulting in a new
appreciation for God's Word. Why wasn't Eve surprised when the serpent
spoke to her? How did descendants of the Nephilim survive the ﬂood? Why
did Jacob fuse Yahweh and his Angel together in his prayer? Who are the
assembly of divine beings that God presides over? In what way do those
beings participate in God's decisions? Why do Peter and Jude promote
belief in imprisoned spirits? Why does Paul describe evil spirits in terms of
geographical rulership? Who are the "glorious ones" that even angels dare
not rebuke? After reading this book, you may never read your Bible the
same way again. Endorsements "There is a world referred to in the
Scripture that is quite unseen, but also quite present and active. Michael
Heiser's The Unseen Realm seeks to unmask this world. Heiser shows how
important it is to understand this world and appreciate how its
contribution helps to make sense of Scripture. The book is clear and well
done, treating many ideas and themes that often go unseen themselves.
With this book, such themes will no longer be neglected, so read it and
discover a new realm for reﬂection about what Scripture teaches." --Darrell
L. Bock, Executive Director for Cultural Engagement, Senior Research
Professor of New Testament Studies, Howard G. Hendricks Center for
Christian Leadership and Cultural Engagement "'How was it possible that I
had never seen that before?' Dr. Heiser's survey of the complex reality of
the supernatural world as the Scriptures portray it covers a subject that is
strangely sidestepped. No one is going to agree with everything in his
book, but the subject deserves careful study, and so does this book." --John
Goldingay, David Allan Hubbard Professor of Old Testament, School of
Theology, Fuller Theological Seminary "This is a 'big' book in the best
sense of the term. It is big in its scope and in its depth of analysis. Michael
Heiser is a scholar who knows Scripture intimately in its ancient cultural
context. All--scholars, clergy, and laypeople--who read this profound and
accessible book will grow in their understanding of both the Old and New
Testaments, particularly as their eyes are opened to the Bible's 'unseen
world.'" --Tremper Longman III, Robert H. Gundry Professor of Biblical
Studies, Westmont College

NO GREATER JOY
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No Greater Joy Ministries To respond to the many letters that Michael and
Debi Pearl received after publishing their ﬁrst book, To Train Up a Child,
they started the No Greater Joy magazine. No Greater Joy Volume Two
includes articles from the ﬁrst two years of publication and covers the
subjects of rowdy boys, homeschooling, grief, and much more.

THERE WERE GIANTS UPON THE EARTH
GODS, DEMIGODS, AND HUMAN ANCESTRY: THE EVIDENCE OF ALIEN
DNA
Simon and Schuster The crowning work of the best-selling Earth Chronicles
series • Reveals the existence of physical evidence of alien presence on
Earth in the distant past • Identiﬁes and describes the demigods, such as
Gilgamesh, descended from these visitors • Outlines the tests of this
physical evidence of alien presence that could unlock the secrets of health,
longevity, life, and death In whose genetic image were we made? From his
ﬁrst book The 12th Planet on, Zecharia Sitchin has asserted that the
Bible’s Elohim who said “Let us fashion The Adam in our image and after
our likeness” were the gods of Sumer and Babylon--the Anunnaki who had
come to Earth from their planet Nibiru. The Adam, he wrote, was
genetically engineered by adding Anunnaki genes to those of an existing
hominid, some 300,000 years ago. Then, according to the Bible,
intermarriage took place: “There were giants upon the Earth” who took
Adam’s female oﬀspring as wives, giving birth to “heroes of renown.” With
meticulous detail, Sitchin shows that these were the demigods of Sumerian
and Babylonian lore, such as the famed Mesopotamian king Gilgamesh as
well as the hero of the Deluge, the Babylonian Utnapishtim. Are we then,
all of us, descendants of demigods? In this crowning oeuvre, Zecharia
Sitchin proceeds step-by-step through a mass of ancient writings and
artifacts, leading the reader to the stunning Royal Tombs of Ur. He reveals
a DNA source that could prove the biblical and Sumerian tales true,
providing conclusive physical evidence for past alien presence on Earth and
an unprecedented scientiﬁc opportunity to track down the “Missing Link”
in humankind’s evolution, unlocking the secrets of longevity and even the
ultimate mystery of life and death.

THE FOOD OF THE GODS
Hesperus Press Published in 1904 The Food of the Gods is a forgotten H.G.
Wells classic; it is sci-ﬁ and dystopia at its best written by the creator and
master of the genre. Following extensive research in the ﬁeld of
?growthOCO, Mr Bensington and Professor Redwood light upon a new
mysterious element, a food that causes greatly accelerated development.
Initially christening their discovery ?The Food of the GodsOCO, the two
scientists are overwhelmed by the possible ramiﬁcations of their creation.
With Aunt Jane refusing to give house room to their experiments, Mr
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Besington is forced to take his laboratory out into the wide world, and
chooses a farm at Hickleybrow in Kent that oﬀers him the chance to test
his new substance on chickens, which duly grow monstrous, six or seven
times their usual size. With the farmer, Mr Skinner, failing to contain the
spread of the Food, chaos soon reigns as reports come in of the local
populationOCOs encounter with monstrous wasps, earwigs and rats. When
the chickens escape, they leave carnage in their wake. Keen not to be
outdone, the Skinners and Redwoods have both been feeding their children
the compound illicitly ? their eventual oﬀspring will constitute a new age of
giants. Public opinion rapidly turns against the scientists and society as a
whole rebels against the worldOCOs new ﬂora and fauna. Daily life has
changed shockingly and now politicians are involved, trying to stamp out
the Food of the Gods and the giant race. Comic and at times surprisingly
touching and tragic, WellsOCO story is a cautionary tale warning against
the rampant advances of science but also of the dangers of greed and
political inﬁghting and shameless vote-seeking."

THE GIANTS AND THE SONS OF GOD
A CRITICISM UPON GENESIS VI, 1-5
THE GIANTS AND THE SONS OF GOD; A CRITICISM UPON GENESIS VI.
1-5. REPRINTED FROM “THE JOURNAL OF SACRED LITERATURE.” [BY
J. C. K., I.E. J. C. KNIGHT.]
SEVEN KEYS TO HEARING GOD'S VOICE
How can you know you are making the right choices in life? How can you
know you're doing God's will? These are the questions of the ages that are
examined and answered by Dr. Craig von Buseck in Seven Keys to Hearing
God's Voice. If you ever thought it is impossible to hear God speaking to
you, rest assured, He created you with the ability to hear Him. You have at
your disposal seven key indicators to aid you in having daily
communication with God. No, it's not crazy to hear the voice of God - it's a
promise from the Bible that we can claim as our birthright of faith. Jesus
declared: "My sheep hear my voice, and I know them, and they follow me"
(John 10:27, ESV). Life is a never-ending series of choices, but you can
know whether you are making the right decisions. How? By learning to use
the Seven Keys to Hearing God's Voice.

ANGELS: GOD'S MESSENGERS AND SPIRIT ARMY
United Church of God Angels are God’s messengers and His spirit army, and
they are very numerous. Make no mistake, angels do exist! They exist to
serve “those who will inherit salvation”. But because they are invisible, we
tend to forget their role in carrying out God’s purpose and plan. Many
angels have been given the duty of serving our needs, and their
responsibilities and assignments may change with circumstances. Inside
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study aid: -- The Origin of the Spirit Realm -- The Vast Multitudes of
Heaven’s Armies -- Should We Worship or Pray to Angels? -- Appearing in
Human Form -- Did Angels Interbreed With Women to Produce Giants? -Popular, But Wrong, Ideas About Angels -- Where Did the Idea of Angels as
Babies Originate? -- Leading Angels: Michael and Gabriel -- What Is the
Origin of Satan and Demons? -- Diﬀerent Kinds of Angels -- Serving God
and Mankind -- Personal Stories of Angelic Encounters

SUMMARY OF BRIAN GODAWA'S WHEN GIANTS WERE UPON THE
EARTH
Everest Media LLC Please note: This is a companion version & not the original
book. Sample Book Insights: #1 The Book of Enoch is an ancient book that
contains a very clear supernatural interpretation of Genesis 6, with angelic
Watchers mating with humans who birth giants that walk among us. It
expands upon that view with a detailed story of how these Watchers
inﬂuenced mankind with occultic revelations. #2 The Old Testament
mentions the patriarch Enoch only once, in Genesis 4:17, which describes
how his city was named after him. He was the son of Jared, and the oldest
man in the Bible. He lived 365 years, compared to the much longer time
spans of those around him. #3 The Book of Enoch is a collection of texts
written by various authors around the period from 200 B. C. to about A. D.
200. They are either Jewish or Christian in origin, and they claim to contain
God’s message. #4 The Book of Enoch is an apocalyptic book that was
written to comfort people who were suﬀering from contemporary
oppression. It tells a detailed narrative of two hundred heavenly Watchers
who rebel against God in heaven led by Semyaza and Azazel. They come to
earth on Mount Hermon, mate with human women, and produce
bloodthirsty hybrid giants as their progeny.

AS THE DAYS OF NOAH WERE
THE SONS OF GOD AND THE COMING APOCALYPSE
CreateSpace What does the Bible really say about the last days on earth?
Who were the sons of God? What is the truth behind the birth of giants in
the book of Genesis? Did God really hide everything we need to know about
the last days in the stories of Noah and Lot? Who or what is really behind
all of the UFO sightings and the abduction of humans all over the world?
These are just a few of the questions that this book seeks to answer.
During our journey we will explore stories from Babylon, Greece, Ireland,
Ethiopia, and various other cultures to ﬁll in the missing pieces to one of
the biggest mysteries on our planet. This 2nd Edition takes reading to an
entirely new level with integrated video and audio interviews that you can
listen to and watch while you read. This book features 30+ additional hours
of audio and video.
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FACING YOUR GIANTS
A DAVID AND GOLIATH STORY FOR EVERYDAY PEOPLE
Thomas Nelson Inc Seeks to inspire by suggesting that God can help ordinary
people to overcome daily obstacles similarly to the ways in which the
biblical King of Israel found guidance.

THE MOODY BIBLE COMMENTARY
Moody Publishers Now you can study the Bible with the faculty of the Moody
Bible Institute! Imagine having a team of 30 Moody Bible Institute
professors helping you study the Bible. Now you can with this in-depth,
user-friendly, one-volume commentary. General editors Michael Rydelnik
and Michael Vanlaningham have led a team of contributors whose
academic training, practical church experience, and teaching competency
make this commentary excellent for anyone who needs help understanding
the Scriptures. This comprehensive and reliable reference work should be
the ﬁrst place Sunday school teachers, Bible study leaders, missionaries,
and pastors turn to for biblical insight. Scripture being commented on is
shown in bold print for easy reference, and maps and charts provide visual
aids for learning. Additional study helps include bibliographies for further
reading and a subject and Scripture index. The Moody Bible Commentary is
an all-in-one Bible study resource that will help you better understand and
apply God's written revelation to all of life.

ANGELS ELECT AND EVIL
Moody Publishers What are angels like? How many kinds are there? Are
mental disorders caused by their inﬂuence? Long favored by scholars, this
classic has now been rewritten to give us accessible scriptural answers to
our questions about the spirit world.

FALLEN
THE SONS OF GOD AND THE NEPHILIM
Risen Books

CODEX OF FALLEN ANGEL OFFSPRING
& WHY THE SONS OF SETH DOCTRINE IS FALSE
Angels are real, some of them fell and became known as fallen angels.
They came from Heaven to the earth, there is proof in the bible and in
history about what they did. The bible speaks of their oﬀspring as giants,
world history speaks of the oﬀspring of "the gods" as giants. Is their a
diﬀerence? The "sons of Seth" doctrine teaches that the "sons of God"
mentioned in Genesis 6: were merely regular humans i.e. the "righteous
line of Seth" who produced the giants. I will include the verse for those not
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familiar with Genesis 6 And it came to pass, when men began to multiply
on the face of the earth, and daughters were born unto them, 2 That the
sons of God saw the daughters of men that they were fair; and they took
them wives of all which they chose. 3 And the Lord said, My spirit shall not
always strive with man, for that he also is ﬂesh: yet his days shall be an
hundred and twenty years. 4 There were giants in the earth in those days;
and also after that, when the sons of God came in unto the daughters of
men, and they bare children to them, the same became mighty men which
were of old, men of renown. The information presented in this book reveals
the falseness of the "sons of Seth" doctrine and sets the record straight
about who the "sons of God" who "took wives" from the daughters of men
actually were...And now, an in depth preview of the rest of the book...The
Bible speaks of giants using names like Nephilim, Rephaim, Zamzumim,
Zuzim, Emim and others. History speaks of giants using names like Si Te
Cah, Annunaki, Aloadai, Formorian and others. The Bible describes giants
as at least 13 feet tall and even much taller having 6 ﬁngers and 6 toes on
each hand and foot. History describes giants as at least 13 feet and much
taller, skeletons of races of giants have been unearthed having 6 ﬁngers
and 6 toes on each hand and foot and many of them with double rows of
teeth. The bible speaks of the "sons of God" the binai ha Elohim mating
with women and producing giants and "mighty men" as you will see from
this book the bible is clear that these "sons of God" were angels/celestial
beings. Ancient cultures like Sumeria, Greece, Rome, Africa and others also
speak of celestial beings mating with women and producing giants and
super human men. The goal of this book is to conﬁrm the bible through
history and to conﬁrm history through the bible. The bible is history, what
has happened in ancient and recent times is also history. The various
comparisons you will see in this book will show clearly that the giants and
fallen angels of the bible are present throughout world history under
diﬀerent names. Moreover, this book will show the undeniable association
between the gods/celestial beings, fallen angels and giants of ancient
times.

WHEN GIANTS WERE UPON THE EARTH
THE WATCHERS, THE NEPHILIM, AND THE BIBLICAL COSMIC WAR OF
THE SEED
Embedded Pictures The Biblical fantasy novel series Chronicles of the
Nephilim has changed the landscape of Evangelical imagination. Author
Brian Godawa shares the Biblical and ancient historical and mythical
research that undergirds the ﬁction. For those who want serious study of
the topics of the Watchers, Nephilim, and the Biblical Cosmic War of the
Seed.
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DAVID AND GOD'S GIANT VICTORY
Zondervan Retells the Bible story of the battle between the boy David,
armed with only a sling, and the giant warrior Goliath.

FAITH'S CHECKBOOK
DAILY DEVOTIONS TO TREASURE
Made For Success Publishing Faith’s Checkbook, written by world-renowned
British pastor Charles H. Spurgeon, provides daily deposits of God’s
promises into your personal bank of faith. Spurgeon urges you to view
each Bible promise as a check written by God that can be cashed by
personally endorsing it and receiving the gift it represents. Cash in on the
bountiful store of blessings when you withdraw daily from the Bank of
Faith. This captivating eBook devotional oﬀers inspiration and delight in
our Lord, and it encourages readers to take God’s promises to heart in just
a few minutes of reading each day. Each verse is followed by a brief
thought or application, making this eBook ideal for personal or family
devotions wherever you may go. The Table of Contents is linked so you can
conveniently ﬁnd your place where you left oﬀ. If you skip a day, no
problem, you can easily begin on the next day's reading. “A promise from
God may very instructively be compared to a check payable to order,”
wrote Spurgeon. “It is given to the believer with the view of bestowing
upon him some good thing. It is not meant that he should read it over
comfortably, and then have done with it. No, he is to treat the promise as a
reality, as a man treats a check.”

ON THE GENESIS 6 AFFAIR'S SONS OF GOD
ANGELS OR NOT? A SURVEY OF EARLY JEWISH AND CHRISTIAN
COMMENTARIES INCLUDING NOTED ON GIANTS AND THE NEPHILIM
Createspace Independent Publishing Platform This text presents a survey, via a
chart accompanied by primary source quotations and their corresponding
citations, elucidating the views of 43 early Jewish and Christian
commentaries spanning from 250 BC to the 5th century AD regarding the
"sons of God" of Genesis 6 and includes notes on giants and the Nephilim.
This survey considers those who wrote Nephilim books, have there been
Nephilim generations that is to say: are Nephilim among us? Is there a
relation between Angels and demons? Where there giants on the Earth
back then and are there giants on the Earth now?

OLD-EARTH CREATIONISM ON TRAIL
THE VERDICT IS IN
New Leaf Publishing Group "Twenty-somethings once faithfully attended
church. What made them stop? While most said they still believe that the
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Bible is God's Word, they also said that the idea that the earth is millions
of years old was one thing that caused them to doubt the bible? The
crumbling foundation of the church takes a devastating toll on future
generations. Therefore, churches must reclaim the historical truth found in
Genesis and apply the Bible's authority to every area of life." -Ken Ham,
President Answers in Genesis As the modern Church struggles to ﬁnd a
place of relevancy for a new generation that already has massive demands
on its time and attention, more and more young people raised in the
Church are leaving it - failing to ﬁnd the answers to their questions of faith
and life, beset with doubts raised by issues that the Church chooses not to
address. Opting to skirt the controversy of Genesis as literal history, the
biblical authority of the Holy Word is called into question and reduced to a
collection of mere stories. More popularly considered an issue for schools
or in the public realm, the conﬂicting views on the age of the earth also
remain a pivotal issue within the Church - as it has for over two centuries.
Was the Creation week literally six days? Does science really point to an
old earth? Does the issue really matter for Christians? Should this issue
even be discussed within the Church? Join authors Dr. Jason Lisle and Tim
Chaﬀey as they put forth a case against an old-earth interpretation of
Scripture. A comprehensive biblical, theological, and scientiﬁc critique of
old-earth creationism, the book presents its compelling testimony in
layman's terms to create a powerful debate that leads to unquestionable
truth.

THE GENESIS 6 CONSPIRACY
TrustedBooks There are giants among us, passing largely unnoticed, intent
on carrying out a secret plan to enslave all humanity. They may not look
like giants today, but their bloodlines extend all the way back to the
Nephilim--the oﬀspring of angels who mated with human women-described in Genesis 6 when giants roamed the land. Gary Wayne, author
of The Genesis 6 Conspiracy: How Secret Societies and the Descendants of
Giants Plan to Enslave Humankind, details the role of modern-day Nephilim
in Satan's plan to install the Antichrist at the End of Days. When God cast
the angel Lucifer and his followers out of heaven, Lucifer set into motion a
scheme to ensure the Nephilim survived. Why? Because from the
bloodlines of these Nephilim the Antichrist will come. To keep his plan
alive, Satan has enlisted the loyalty of secret societies such as the
Freemasons, the Templars, and the Rosicrucians to conspire in teaching a
theology and a history of the world that is contrary to the biblical one. This
Genesis 6 Conspiracy marches toward the Great Tribulation, when the
loyalty of the Terminal Generation--this generation--will be tested. The
Bible, along with many other ancient sources, clearly records the existence
of giants. Wayne provides copious citations from many society insiders,
along with extensive Bible references, other religious references, and
historical material to bolster his contention. What he uncovers will astonish
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you--and it will challenge you to prepare for the fulﬁlling of God's
promises.

AGE OF MYSTERY
SONS OF GOD, DAUGHTERS OF MAN, AND TSZ-NEPHILIMUS SAPIEN
This is a time like no other. The world is beginning to unravel as each day
unfolds. With the passing days arises knowledge of the future and the past
that has never before been witnessed. The world is no longer the shrinking
blue ball it once was, but a growing sphere ﬁlled with knowledge and
intrigue. One such example of the knowledge is all the secrets that the
ancient world had at one time hidden from the present. There has been
many secrets that have been present throughout time. From these secrets
have sprouted many questions? Many of those questions are still
unanswered. One such question yet to be answered to satisfaction is on
giant humans. The Bible mentions their existence. World cultures show
them in art, mythology, and history. Science shows their existence is
possible. Yet, no one seems to have a clear explanation to the questions
asked about them. Many of those answers will be reveled in Age of
Mystery. Among the questions found and the answers given in Age of
Mystery are: * What is a Nephilim? * What is Tsz-Nephilimus Sapien? * Are
the giants real or myth? * Who are the Sons of God? * Can angels have
sexual relationships? * What did the giants look like? * How did the giants
live and thrive in the world? * Did other human species come from ancient
giants? * Did giants have relationships with other humans? * Did the giants
all die out over time or are any still alive? * Where in the world did giants
live? * Where in history do we see giants? * Were they all evil? Dr. Harry
Assad Salem III has provided a wealth of knowledge that will leave you
wanting to know more with each turn of the page. You will see scripture
come alive in ways never before shown. You will see science, medicine,
history, anthropology, and archaeology connect to scripture as you never
have before. The world is a much bigger place when you just open your
eyes and look at it. Dr. Salem hopes to open your eyes in Age of Mystery.

THE FIRST BOOK OF MOSES, CALLED GENESIS
AUTHORIZED KING JAMES VERSION
Grove/Atlantic, Inc. The publication of the King James version of the Bible,
translated between 1603 and 1611, coincided with an extraordinary
ﬂowering of English literature and is universally acknowledged as the
greatest inﬂuence on English-language literature in history. Now, worldclass literary writers introduce the book of the King James Bible in a series
of beautifully designed, small-format volumes. The introducers' passionate,
provocative, and personal engagements with the spirituality and the
language of the text make the Bible come alive as a stunning work of
literature and remind us of its overwhelming contemporary relevance.
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CYCLOPAEDIA OF BIBLICAL, THEOLOGICAL, AND ECCLESIASTICAL
LITERATURE
EASTON'S BIBLE DICTIONARY
Easton's Bible Dictionary is a classic book of deﬁnitions which serves to
explain and clarify the meaning of the names, places, and words found in
the Bible. Many Christians and scholars who read the Bible often remain
unawares of the meanings or signiﬁcance of the Holy Book's vocabulary.
Such words are often derived from Ancient Hebrew or other old scripts,
which makes it even more diﬃcult for readers who only speak English to
understand. Location names, in the context of ancient geography, are
likewise hard to scrutinize - yet Easton's Dictionary not only explains what
these places are, but their size and overall impact across the entire Bible.
First published in 1893, this dictionary uses the authoritative King James
Bible as its source. As well as containing deﬁnitions and accounts of the
many terms found throughout the Old and New Testaments, Easton's Bible
Dictionary points out the signiﬁcance of certain things and exactly where
mentions of such phenomena appear in the Bible. The presence and
signiﬁcance of iron, for example, is noted in the Books of Genesis,
Chronicles, Ezekiel, Deuteronomy, Isaiah, Job, Joshua, Kings and in the
Psalms. Individuals in the Bible are also given biographical deﬁnitions.
Through Easton's referencing of the names, we can discover the exact
Bible passages where such ﬁgures are mentioned. Likewise we hear of
terms relevant to the life of the ancient peoples; the term 'Levy' for
instance is shown to equate to a form of involuntary recruitment which
kings ordered. Words in frequent use today, such as 'Schism', are also
shown to originate from the Bible. Other words we use today - such as
'Teeth', are shown to have been informal terms: 'cleanness of teeth' in
Amos 4:6 denotes an outbreak of famine, for example. Many of the
parables and tales of the Bible are retold in abbreviated form in Easton's
Bible Dictionary. These retold anecdotes reference other relevant
passages, further evidencing how the various portions of the Bible are
interconnected and related to one another. Such a style also gives this
unconventional dictionary a ﬂowing quality, making it easier for the reader
to enjoy large tracts of this text without pause. The ancient world of the
Biblical canon is given life and color by Easton's descriptions. Primarily
however, Easton's masterwork is designed for reference. Yet it not only
deﬁnes the individual entries, but places these entries in their proper
context throughout both the Old and New Testaments. Owing to this
wealth of information, the reader may perceive that Easton's Dictionary is
not merely a book of deﬁnitions, but an authoritative and signiﬁcant work
of classic Christian literature.

BIBLE INFOGRAPHICS FOR KIDS
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GIANTS, NINJA SKILLS, A TALKING DONKEY, AND WHAT'S THE DEAL
WITH THE TABERNACLE?
Harvest House Publishers Let Your Kids See How Fun the Bible Can Be The
Bible is far from boring, but sometimes it can feel that way to kids. Spark
their excitement for God's Word with this craze-mazing collection of
infographic spreads designed to make the Bible come alive for kids and
adults alike. These colorful creations visually depict the key concepts,
important people, and most unusual facts from the Bible in a new and
exciting way. For instance, did you know? You'd need 6,377,966 soccer
balls to ﬁll up Noah's Ark. Paul travelled over 10,000 miles on his
missionary journeys—the distance from New York City to Rio Grande at the
tip of South America. There is a talking donkey in the Bible. Roughly 3-4
million left Egypt during the Exodus. Imagine the entire city of Los Angeles
leaving town and wandering in the desert for 40 years! The phrase "a
leopard can't change its spots" comes from Jeremiah 13:23 In addition to
the incredible infographics found throughout, you and your kids will love
playing a Bible timeline board game that folds out from the middle of the
book. This game will help your family see God's awesome plan from
Genesis to Revelation! Instill in your kids a lifelong love of God and the
Bible. And who knows? You might learn a thing or two yourself along the
way.

WATERS OF CREATION: A BIBLICAL THEOLOGICAL STUDY OF BAPTISM
Lulu.com This is the one book on baptism that you must read. It was seven
years in the making. The author believes that until a new approach is
taken, separations over the meaning, mode, and recipients of baptism will
never be bridged. This new approach traces the roots of baptism deep into
the OT Scriptures. When understood properly, we discover that baptism is
always the sign that God has used to initiate his people into a new
creation. Baptism in the NT is not "new." Rather, it derives its origin from
OT predecessors. When we understand that baptism comes from baptism,
especially in its sacramental expression in the priestly covenant, reasons
for the NT practice begin to make perfect sense. Now Baptists have an
argument that infant Baptists can ﬁnally understand, because we are
beginning our argument in the same place. Yet, we continue to have very
baptistic conclusions as to the mode and recipients of baptism, because we
root baptism in baptism rather than circumcision.

ESV STUDY BIBLE
Crossway The ESV Study Bible was created to help people understand the
Bible in a deeper way. Combining the best and most recent evangelical
Christian scholarship with the highly regarded ESV text, it is the most
comprehensive study Bible ever published. The ESV Study Bible features
more than 2,750 pages of extensive, accessible Bible resources, including
completely new notes, full-color maps, illustrations, charts, timelines, and
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articles created by an outstanding team of 93 evangelical Christian
scholars and teachers. In addition to the 757,000 words of the ESV Bible
itself, the notes and resources of the ESV Study Bible comprise an
additional 1.1 million words of insightful explanation and teachingequivalent to a 20-volume Bible resource library all contained in one
volume. (Please note this edition does not come with free access to the
Online ESV Study Bible resources.)

NEW LIGHT ON OLD MYSTERIES
CREATION, THE SON'S OF GOD, GIANTS AND THE GREAT FLOOD
This book contains ﬁfty true stories of animal visitations. After their pet's
passing, owners report they still saw, smelled, felt, and/or heard them
doing what they typically did in life, illustrating the strong bond and
communication between owner and pet. This book is ﬁlled with compelling
and uplifting stories. Arf Angels tells the whole story from beginning to
end and then beyond in a sensitive, charming, sometimes humorous,
sometimes sad, and loving way. If you have had a similar experience, these
stories can validate your feelings and oﬀer consolation. Sandy wrote,
"Yogi's visit was so profound that I knew it had meaning. His passing has
led me on a spiritual search of my own." Paula said, "I walked into my son's
room, and there were paw prints on the bed. --I was consoled that she had
come back." Vickie, who was both physically and sexually abused, tells a
touching story. When she rode on the back of her horse, Pretty Boy, she
felt no one could touch her. It was only after Pretty Boy appeared to her,
after his death, that she felt free from her abusive past. A woman, in an
abusive relationship with a policeman, was able to move out after her dog
intervened and took a punch that was meant for her. A beloved cat, whose
spirit remained behind after her passing, helped her owner overcome her
fear of death. Arf Angels and Other Heavenly Creatures is a must-read and
will appeal to all people who have ever loved a pet and oﬀer hope to those
who have experienced the loss of one.

EXPLORING HEAVENLY PLACES - VOLUME 2 - REVEALING OF THE
SONS OF GOD
Lulu.com

NOT CHARIOT OF THE GODS
THEY WERE ADAM'S CHILDREN
Createspace Independent Publishing Platform The Bible contains many answers
to questions we have today. Surprisingly, we will ﬁnd hints to the answer
in what we would consider mythological stories. It is in the Book of Genesis
that we will ﬁnd out who the "sons of god" were who married into the
daughters of men and produced the "giants" on the earth.These "sons of
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god" are a mysterious group of beings, sometimes thought to be fallen
angels. BUT, is this so? If not, WHO could they be?The title of this book is:
NOT the Chariot of the Gods. What we shall see is that they are NOT
ancient alien spacemen who manipulated our genetic code or interbred
with our ancestors.We will explore that in this book.

UNSEEN REALITIES
HEAVEN, HELL, ANGELS AND DEMONS
Christian Focus Scripture speaks about heaven, hell, angels and demons
which are a part of this invisible spiritual realm. Here R.C. Sproul helps us
gain an understanding of these things.

GNOSTIC ANTHROPOLOGY
THE SECRET HISTORY OF HUMANITY
Glorian Publishing What is the origin of this humanity on planet Earth? What
is the origin of all of the races, of Nature, of all which has been, is, and
shall be? "There are facts, cosmic and geological events, that are
worthwhile to study in these treatises of Gnostic anthropology. There is no
doubt that Gnostic, scientiﬁc anthropology unveils all veils related with the
origin of the human being and the universe." Moving far beyond the
limitations of conventional thought, this book presents a view of this
planet which is harmonious with all of our most ancient traditions, and
indicates the path towards the resolution of our most fundamental
problems.

SONS OF GOD
Lulu.com What do the fallen angels have to do with the powers,
principalities, ancient aliens, and the Òstrong delusionÓ referenced by Paul
in Thessalonians 2:10? The lie that leads to damnation concerns the
current perpetuation of the ancient alien myth, which claims that the
Annunaki and Nephilim are the creators and benefactors of humanity.
Those whom accept this premise will unwittingly volunteer their allegiance
to the fallen angels. Unless one understands who the fallen angels were,
are, and how they were responsible for the introduction of evil upon the
world stage, one might also be caught up in the lie that causes the hearts
of men to fail, and the most elect to be deceived. In Sons of God, Garcia
seeks to help readers recognize the realities of our ancient past so that, in
remembering the story, they can realize who they are and why they are
they here.

THE REPHAIM
SONS OF THE GODS
BRILL In this study, Jonathan Yogev analyzes every text that mentions the
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Rephaim, in order to determine their exact function and importance in
societies of the ancient Levant.

DESIRING GOD
MEDITATIONS OF A CHRISTIAN HEDONIST
Multnomah Insightful and heart-warming, this classic book is written for
those who seek to know God better. It unfolds life-impacting, biblical
truths and has been called a "soul-stirring celebration of the pleasures of
knowing God."
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